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functional mereolugies of appropriate nodes. We use an example from an open-channel hydraulic system controlling tho water level to motivate and illustrate the model. Although it is limited to the engineering systems, this approach can bc reused in related domaim where the goal reprcsentation can be expressed as a triple including an action, a role and a physical entity.
I. 1NTRODUCTlON
Engineering services are a new paradigm for building distributed control applications. In this article, given a global service that a control unit should achieve, we propose first to formalize and to subdivide the service into a hierarchy of elementary services. Then we intend to identify on a formal basis (Le., a fusion process) dependent services (in a network of control units) which are required to achieve the global service. We consider a network composed of intelligent nodes which are either sensing their physical environment orland acting upon it and which are able to exchange information with each other [2] [3] . These intelligent nodes arranged with a computing part and I/O capabilities, will be referred to as Intelligent Instruments (11) in the following. To get I1 to become autonomous nodes, the basic idea consists in the decomposition of a global service into a hierarchy of sub-services which can be distributed over the network of 11. As a consequence, dependence relations emerge between distributed services. The key element to dynamically extract these dependencies holds in the knowledge representation of the service concept. A previous work [I41 has suggested a rcprcsentatinn ccntercd on a teleological approach where cach service is related to thc goal concept, In order to automatc the goal decomposition and the goal fusion processcs, we suggcst a two-phase sequcnce. In a first step, wc propose lo identify the goal hierarchy through fonnal concept analysis and a mereological approach. In a second stcp, inter-dependencies between distributed hierarchies of goals arc highlighted through a fusion process. All theses stcps involvc a mereological framework. The main purpose of mereology [I] is to identify the parts that particular entities can exhibit and the way those parts arc inter-rclaled [IS] . Broadly speaking, the ontological representation provides a robust basis for inter-operability and information sharing. In the ontological approach, thc choice of a formal modelling basis is either set theory or mereoIogy. Some authors [I91 consider that set theory which is an abstraction is unabtc to describe reality which is not an abstraction. Moreover, the relations bctween entities are not set-theoretic in nature 1171, therefore a mereological approach is investigated. While the state variables are semantically described with a physical role and a physical entity, each goal (or sub-goal) is a composite concept which is made of atomic concepts such as action, physical role and physical entity. We introduce successively universal goals composed with action and physical role, which are generic and re-usable, and particular goals composed of action, physical role and physical entity which are related to the application. Particular goals are derived either from user inputs or from universal goals extracted from libraries. For each instrument, the goal mereology i s deduced from rules applied lo the user inputs through an intclligent GUI. At runtime, an agent-based implementation operates the fusion of appropriate mereologies to solve dynamically dependencies bctween distributed goals (i.e., distributed services).
In a second section, we discuss the selection of the relevant concepts involved in 11. In the third section, we introduce the real-world application which will serve as a support for a clear understanding of the fusion process. The fourth section recalls the principles underlying the structural mcreology. The fifth section is dedicated to the goal modelling where the concepts of universal and particular goals are introduced and describes the conceptual goal-subgoal hierarchy dedicated to distributed II. Rough outlines for the implementation of thc fusion process arc proposed. Related work arc discussed in the last section. [5] , thc authors suggest that complete information about an cugincering or computer information system is cxprcssed with three types of knowledge (i.e., structural, functional and behavioral knowlcdgcs). We adopt this representation for distributed I1 where the knowledge about the system will be divided into three parts and their related knowledge: structural knowledge -knowledge about physical objects and their physical relations functional knowledge -knowledgc about the purpose and the way the physical role of objects arc used.
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bchavioral knowledge -knowledge about the changes in the environment and relations between states and events. The structural knowledge describes the physical environment of sensorslactualors and relies on theories applied to engineering processes [7] . For physical processes, this knowledgc is centered on two concepts, i.c., the physical entity and the physical role or quantity [SI. In 11, the functional knowledge, through its teleological part, is represented by the concept of goal (sub-goal), while the dynamic part is related to the concept of action 1141. In order to capture the various objectives that the enginecring system should achievc, goals must represent different abstraction levels, and a hierarchical representation such as mereology is a well-suited formalism to express thcse levels. The notion of universal goal relating an action verb and a physical role is introduced and, by adding an extensional item (Le,, the physical entity) and domain-hascd rules to the universal goal, the particdar goals are defined. In order to allow reuse and hierarchical conceptual clustering of goals, a goal mereology is derived. This mereology is elicited during the design step from the interaction with the user. At run-time, each situated agent is responsible from the gathering of dependent sub-goals in some of the 11. A dedicated rulebased process extracts the appropriate sub-goals and their mereological wholes. Pitot tube allows two pressurc measurements, a static pressure in spatial areas denoted SFAr.enll or SFAiea21, and a dynamic prcssure mcasurcmcnt in areas denoted DFArealS or DFArert22. The local arm surrounding the two previous is respcctively re rerred as WaterAreel and IVciterA,reaZ for the first and the second instrument. Goals are user-defined through the graphical GUI. All functions handle variables whose semantic contents are extrackd from the structural mereology. A global goal is downloaded in the second instrument, wherc thc objective is to achieve this intended goal.
For this purpose, the situated agent must first discover which services on another instrument are required and then produce the appropriate goal hierarchy with relevant goals to achieve. Nolice that the fusion process is not intended to merge the whnIe mereologics from different instruments, but only to mergc the relevant parts of the local mereologies that are required to achieve the global goal.
1v. T H E STRUCTURAL MEREOLOGY
The physical environment is first described through a GUI during the design step to identify the physical entities which are hierarchically and formally related through the mercological logic. To describe the physical behavior of physical entities, we must cxpress the way these entities interact. As suggested in [7] the physical interactions are the result of energetic physical processcs that occur in physical entities. Whatever two entities are able to exchange energy, they are said to bc connected. Therefore, the mereology is extended with a topology where connections highlight the energy paths betwcen physical entities. This approach extracts in a local database, energy paths stretching between computing nodes in the physical environment. The corresponding mcreo-topology is reported on figure 2. 
The set of objects, i.e., physical entities extracted from the structural mereology is related to the objccts properties, i.e., their physical roles. net providing both a conceptual hierarchy of objects and a representation of possible implications between properties.
The coriceptual g a d hirrurchy
The goal mereology is derived from the subsumption hierarchy of conceptual scales where the many-level architecture of conceptual scales [20] is extended taking into consideration .the mgreological naiure of the extents. Higher level scales which relates scales on a higher level of abstraction provide information about hierarchy and help to derive a hierarchy like the mereology. Considering particuIar goals, compound particular goals corresponding to the user intents, the ontological nature of the extents {i.e., the physicaI entities) and some basic assumptions, we propose a method which can automatically produce the relevant instrument functional context. This context is required to produce the final concept lattice from which the functional mereology is extracted.
Let us consider the formal context G = (a, G, F ) , where G denotes the set of relevant particular goals and F & @ x G, a binary relation which holds between physical entities and particular gods. Following the method suggested in [ZO], the set of particular goals is extended with hierarchical conceptual scalcs such as the intent includes goals, compound goals (i.e., services) and the instrument scale (highest level). Higher level scales define a paflially ordered set (G, <) provided that the set G contains exactly the minimal elements of 8. Hierarchical 
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. From this information, the functional context is built, where goals and high-level goals denote thc intensional part while variables conceptual pairs denote the extensional part. The instrument level expresses the functional knowledge about thc instruments'goals and compound goals that arc achievable with the help of local variables. This level encapsdates all locally-achievablc goals.
= ({to-control}, {speed, level}, { E n v l } )
From the users'point of view, two initial levels are defined while the formal concept analysis enhanced by a mereological translation may result in an arbitrary number of intermediary levels. The functional context results in a concept lattice which is finally trmsformed in a partial order by some elementary rules:
rule f :to reduce the labelling [21] which provides that each object and each attribute is entered once in the lattice.
rule 2: emphasize differences between wholes and parts through identical variables use i.e., (G3, gs} will result in P ( g 6 , G z ) , where P ( z , y) denotes the Partof relation. rule 3: extract common parts between set items, i.e., overlap relations. rule 4:create for each node a concept labelled with the intension of the lattice node [221 rule 5: rcmove the bottom element In the reduced hierarchy, goals are mereologically ordered according to their physical entity extent3 and generate the 30ther classifications are possible, using different object types.
Vnr-mcrcology of the instrument. In this mcreology, a first hierarchy of goals reflects the goals'use of variables until the node Instr, We notice that the goal Ga subsumes the instrument node, which corresponds to the fact that G.1 requires external information whereas the instrument only deals with its local structural mereolngy. This eniails that external information will be necessary at run-time. The coninion node g3, 9.1, yB points out that these goals share a common variablc concept, i.e., ( { s p e e d } ! {Wl/nterAr.eal}). As a consequence, goals g3,94, gs overlap according to the Vur-mercology. Thc rcduced lattice is rcported on figure 3 and the resulting meceology is sketched in figure 4 (goal overlaps are not detailed for clarification). The current environment has been developed with an open full Java version including XProlog code and libraries. The meta-description of the instrument can be shared with other application Instruments at run-time.
C. The god fusiorr pi-ocess
From the previous mereolngy, goals are hierarchically ordered according to thcir amount o f required variables. Goals which contain the generic value "ExtEntity" instead of a physical entity, need external variables. Therefore external goals are needed which are able to capture the missing resources. i.e., the physical entity. Goals (or compound goals) with missing entities are referred to as non-reified goals. In fact, the missing resource is shared with an external goal, and thc challenge boils down to an identification problem with particular goals. Since particular goals arc mercological entities, the shard entitics are translalcd in overlap operations. As a consequence, the key cleinent of the algorithm is the identification process of ovcrlapping high-lcvcl gods (or elementary goals) undcr constraints. Following thc identification process, related goals (i.e., services) arc extractcd and thcir rcstricted fusion' with thc local goal is achicved. A multi-agent systcm implements the algorithm sketched in figure 5 on the hasis of a message passing protocol betwccn instruments. To illustratc the fusion process, we propose a scenario using thc physical environment described in scction 3. hirial problem: A global goal, namely G2, is assigned to instrument 2. In other words, the challenge is to regulate the water level from Ii2. To satisfy that goal, a sound hierarchy is proposed (see section 4) which highlights that external goals from I12 are required. The objective of the present section is to discover which external goal(s) is (are) required and to add dynamically this knowledge to the database of 112. This result shows that service Ga on instrument 2 needs the servicc G', on instrument 1 in order 10 be achicved.
[n concrete terms, II I performs two pressure measurements, computcs the resulting watcr speeds and levels and sends the results to 112 (i.e., GI). Instrument 2 activates goal G2, that is, it performs two pressure measurements, computcs the resulting watcr speeds and levels, compares them to the results from 111 and finally, reacts on gate 2 according to the comparison of distributed measurcmcnts. The summarized fusion of mereologies is reported on figure 6 . Notice that, in order io clarify the explanalion, only relcvant overlaps are dctailed on the figure. [25] . For more general frameworks, [27] describcs a logic of' goals based on their relationship types, but goals are only represented with a label, and the reasoning is elicited from their relations only. In this articlc, wc have emphasized a conceptual rcprcscntation of goals that serves as a basis for mereologic fusion.
VII. CONCLUSION Intelligent lnstruincnts arc obviously intended for physicians or engineers. The proposed automatization of appropriate teleologic information is crucial to ensure the proper function of distributed control systems. In addition, there is U growing need for a structurcd knowlcdgc base to allow both reuse and distrihuted reasoning at run-timc. Thc bottom-up approach classifies concept-subconcept relations with conceptual scales and allows to obtain automatically the resulting mereology of goal-suhgoals that holds for a given instrument. With this representation agents may rcason about actions at multiple levels of granularity, provided that the consistency between goal levels is achieved by mereological axioms. Moreover, the goal hierarchy provides vertical traccability from high-level concerns to low-lcvel technical details. Goal formalization allows refinements to be proved sound and complete. Due to the modular knowledge representation, complex applications can be divided into smaller sub-applications across several instruments which interact each other to exchange appropriate information in so-callcd fusion processes. Unfortunately, this model is no1 complete because it doesn't take into account the causal nature of engineering functions., As a consequence, additional logic is needed for composing partial-order planning and hierarchical task network planning. Future efforts include such a formal modelling for reasoning about interactions with the plan and resolving conflicts.
